Role of Augmented Basis Sets and Quest for Ab-Initio Performance/Cost Alternative to KS-DFT.
Following previous work, we have assessed the feasibility of MP2/CBS(d, t) as an alternative to state-of-the-art density functionals. The effect of using augmented basis sets is here tested on the 76 barrier heights and 10 isomerization reactions previously utilized. Moreover, calculations for 20 sets of the GMTKN24 data base for termo- chemistry, kinetics and noncovalent interactions have been performed. For the DFT calculations, M06-2X and B3LYP-D3 functionals are utilized as two of the most rep- resentative, while MP2 and CCSD(T) methods are employed as the ab initio counter- parts. The results show that MP2 calculations perform similarly to the ones obtained with M06-2X insofar as accuracy and computational cost are concerned. For all meth- ods, the use of augmented basis sets yields enhanced results for anionic systems when compared with the ones from non-augmented bases. Otherwise, the basis-set change effect is found to be minimal. It is therefore concluded that the use of large basis sets is unjustified when facing the increase in computational cost.